ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
As mobile commerce is growing at a fast rate, there is a huge demand of location services by the mobile users. As a result, the user's personal information is vulnerable to the privacy breach. Almost all location services demand exact location of the user to provide accurate services in return. Location based services (LBS) continue to grow with the maturity of the positioning technology like global positioning system (GPS) [1] . LBS can be initiated when a predefined event occurs, for e.g. occurrence of an event when a user approaches or leaves the point of interest (POI). Due to the frequent exchange of private information, effective mechanisms are needed for positioning management and protection of the location data. It is agreed that users of LBS demand to have complete control over their location data due to its high vulnerability to location privacy attacks [2] . Ideally, LBS provider must provide the features so that users can manage their location information and can decide with whom and under what conditions their private information can be disclosed. The user shares her location with location server to gain personalized services in return. These services include the discovery of POIs, beforehand traffic information, route assistance and the like. The shared private information can be misused if heard by an adversary. For instance, a user requests a list of highly specialized medical care providers informing about her medical condition to the service provider who may indirectly reveals user's medical condition and may misuse them later for some personal gains. The server processes the user's query and returns a set of POIs back. Sometimes, there can be the case when an LBS server promotes a business and in return of few candidate results, it also offers coupons to the user against multiple queries sent as shown in Fig 1. The main drawback of such approach is that the server returns too much unnecessary POIs that leak our important information of the database.
Fig 1: Query Processing Example
Trusted Third Party (TTP) based LBS solution has a major disadvantage of single point of failure and can also be viewed as a single promising point of attack by an adversary. Privacy is at stake if an adversary somehow takes control of the third party. On the other hand, mobile based mechanisms face the problem of enough users to form cloaking region and introduces unnecessary delay till the required number of users are found in the region. This paper proposes a two-level privacy preserving approach that effectively deals with the mentioned issues of existing techniques and provides protected services to the user with optimum level of quality of service. We suggest that before sending the exact location, perturbation is applied to the nearby cluster region at client side in order to handle the trust issues of third party. In case of single point of failure i.e. when anonymizer fails; LBS server would not be able to identify the exact location of the user due to the perturbation applied at mobile device. The proposed algorithm provides twolevel location privacy protection to the user, and thus ensures smart mobility of the LBS user so that the user can freely move anywhere without any privacy breach apprehensions.
LITERATURE REVIEW
To handle the privacy concerns, two types of research exist in the literature. First, location cloaking based methods [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and second, Private Information Retrieval (PIR) based techniques [9] . The information sent by the user (be it original or modified) should be under the control of the user who sent it [10] . Passive and Active are two different threats to the user privacy [10] . Schiller et al. [11] suggests the common architecture model of LBS with three different layers namely; positioning layer, a middleware layer and an application layer. Each layer has a dedicated responsibility in overall execution of the service.
Numerous techniques are discussed to make communication with server. One of the techniques by Dewri et al. [12] proposes a location based query in the presence of privacy supportive LBS provider. In this scheme, the user sends the query to the LBS server, even though the user uses her geographic location in a generalized way. Authors in [7] have categorized the then existing privacy preservation techniques in a hierarchical manner. Author [13] discussed the use of TTP (often called as anonymizer) as an intermediate entity that plays a key role in protecting the user's identity. Anonymizer's main aim is to hide the users' true real world identity by omitting (or modifying) the location information [14] . In the policy based scheme, the user sets the set of policies which is supposed to be followed by the service providers [13] . Due to dishonest behaviour of third party the methods that do not rely on trusted third parties are proposed [15] [16] [17] [18] . In collaboration based method, the user do not discloses the exact location while sending a query.
The user makes changes in the location and broadcast it to her neighbours. In return, neighbours also send their modified location and centroid is calculated at user's end. This centroid value along with the user query is then sent to the LBS provider [15] . Obfuscation based methods is the process of degrading the information quality of the user's location. By using the imprecision method of obfuscation, one can easily degrade the information quality. In this method, the location space is modelled as a graph where vertices represent locations. The user sends the set of vertices instead of sending the single vertex of her own [16] . In Personal Information Retrieval (PIR) based method, the service provider cooperates with the user by following the PIR protocol, where the LBS provider answers the queries containing the location information [17] . Another relatively new approach called Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) [18] restricts anonymity issues based on Trusted Computing Technologies results in a better privacy of user's personal information. Privacy Enhanced Trusted location based services (PE-TLBS) [18] focus to implement a simple protocol in which the user authenticate the server, while preserving anonymity and avoiding the possibility of their personal information leakage. The concept of dummy nodes proposes the use of dummy locations with the real location to protect the location privacy of the node [19] . The quality of requested service degrades when the number of dummy node increases.
Cloaking based approach [8] [13] [21] works well in protecting the user's location but vulnerable to untrusted third party i.e. Anonymizer [14] , which cloaks the user's location and anonymize before sending to the service provider. Cloaking is the technique to blur the location of the node by including k-1 more nodes from the same location besides the target node [20] . In the concept of k-anonymity, locations of k users are cloaked together and all nodes in the cloak act as one of the possible sender of the query. Therefore, it becomes difficult for the third party to identify the actual user [21] . Research shows that constructing the cloak of user location does not ensure the absolute user privacy [22] , however, [23] [24] propose another alternatives using TTP based and TTP free architectures.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
While cloaking the location, there is a problem of the number of users needed to form the cloak region and there may be circumstances when only single user is available for cloaking, which is surely not suitable to form the cloak. Our goal is to protect the user's private location information from the untrusted third party (or anonymizer) and at the same time mitigating the problem of minimum number of users by using the anonymizer that anonymize the location information before sending to location service provider.
Problem Formalization
We focus on the privacy of the user in a two-dimensional location based services where a trusted third party cloaks the query; Q: < location, query string >. The mechanism is protected to a great extent in the setup of dishonest third party with the problem of enough users to compute the cloak region.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Algorithm Design
In the proposed framework, cloaking region is used where the global cloaking region is split into local or sub cloak regions using clustering approach as shown in The global cloak region with k users is shown in Fig 2a. The global cloak region splits into sub cloak regions as shown in Fig 2b. Dividing the global cloak region, say for k=12 users into local cloak regions for n=3; each sub local cloak region contains k'=k/n=4 users. Perturbation process is now applied to all regions before sending to the anonymizer that further anonymize the location information. Fig 3 presents the flow of proposed mechanism. 
EXAMPLE
We have input file with coordinates {(0,2), (17, 39) , (10, 57) , (4, 49) ,(82,31)} represented as P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 respectively and a centroid file with coordinates {(90,10), (70,30), (50,50)} taken as C1, C2, C3 respectively. Let numRows be the number of rows in input file, numCols be the number of columns in input file and numCent be the number of centroid in centroid file. Here, numRows=5, numCols=2, and numCent=3.
Calculating mean of the given input points gives; ∑x= 0+17+10+4+82=113, ∑y= 2+39+57+49+31=178 Therefore, mean coordinates are (∑x / numRows, ∑y / numCols) i.e. (22.600000, 35.599998) . Now, calculate distance matrix of each input points from each centroid will be given as, 2 = 4804. Similarly, we find other distances from each input points forming the distance matrix as shown in Table 1 . Now, assign input points to the nearest cluster with new centroids as; C1= (22.60, 35.60), C2= (82.00, 31.00), and C3= (7.75, 36.75). Distinctly, C2 is assigned for {(82,31)} and C3 is assigned for {(0,2), (17,39), (10,57), (4,49)}. After assigning clusters to each data point's perturbation is applied on each cluster centroid. The new perturbed centroid C2 is for input point {(0,2), (17,39), (10,57), (4,49)} and C3 is for {(82,31)}. Now, the perturbed centroid is further anonymized which resulted into the anonymized value used to contact to LBS server.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
Experimental Setup and Scenario
We implemented the algorithm on Dev-C++ version 4.9.9.2 on Intel core 2 duo 2.2 GHz machine with 4GB of RAM. We consider two entities; McDonald's and Library at five different locations. The selection of appropriate entity is based on the minimum distance between a particular Point of Interests (POIs) and entities. However, the result accuracy suffers as the number of user increases.
Results
The results of the proposed approach based on the number of iterations and number of POIs. The total computation time with respect to number of iterations and number of POIs are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. The above results show that as we increase the iterations, computation time of our approach increases. However, sometimes it depends on the number of processes running on the machine and may be different for different machines. It is observed that as number of POIs increases, the computation time also increases. Table 4 shows a brief comparison of our proposed approach with other existing approaches. Fig 5 shows the computational graph of proposed mechanism with respect to Number of Iterations and Number of POIs respectively. We now present how accurate the service is provided to the requestor based on the same nearest service entity selection. We also check if the above points assigned to the nearest service entity for both McDonald's and Library. Table 5 shows that which nearest service entity is selected for a particular input coordinate. For instance, P3 is assigned to both McDonald's and Library. Table 5 also shows how the same nearest service entity assigned to a particular requesting entity. The graph in Fig 6 shows that our approach selects same entity (McDonald's and Library) as it is selected by the original input coordinates which favours the accuracy of our approach and also provides better quality of services by selecting nearest entity in the range.
ANALYSIS
Privacy
Our approach is free from the issues of single point of attack and enough number of users as first problem is removed by sending the perturbed location to the trusted third party and second problem is handled by using the anonymizer which further anonymizes the location information by adding random users.
QoS
It depends on the number of users forming the cloak region. Accuracy degrades as the number of users increase i.e. k users forming the cloak achieve relatively more accurate service as compared to k+1 users.
Communication Cost
If K is the number of clusters or cloak regions, N represents number of users in each cluster, and M is the message size then, 
Computation Cost
In our proposed approach, time complexity can be described as O(i*m*c*n). For perturbation and anonymization processes, the complexity is O(c) and O(m) respectively. Therefore, overall complexity of the algorithm is given as O(i*m*c*n). Where m, n represents number of rows and columns in the input file of location coordinates, i represent number of iterations, and c is the number of centroid in centroid file.
CONCLUSIONS
Cloaking based approaches are successful in protecting the privacy of users to some extent but there is a trade-off between the privacy and retrieved information accuracy while accessing a particular service. In order to improve the trade-off, we proposed a two-level smart privacy cloaking mechanism in which a global cloak region is divided into local regions at mobile device. After location perturbation, the location is sent to the trusted third party that brings the removal of the problem of single promising point of attack. Now, the anonymizer further anonymizes the perturbed location to handle the problem of enough users required to form the cloaking region. The proposed algorithm provides two-level location protection to the user, and thus ensures smart mobility of the LBS user so that the user can freely move anywhere without any privacy breach apprehensions. The mechanism also works well to satisfy service accuracy need of the user. Our approach is applicable for two dimensional regions and can be extended further to three dimensions; hence can provide better accuracy by covering all the scattered point of interests along with z direction.
